TXR offers a selection of film/CR based veterinary systems that are affordable and incorporates safety, reliability, value, quality and ease of use. At TXR we recognize that equipment needs will vary from one practice to another. Our wide selection of offerings will allow configuring a system to adapt to the needs, size and budget of any veterinary practice. Experience the TXR difference with the largest selection of film/CR, CCD or DR imaging solutions.

V1 - STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

Stationary Top Table with Fixed SID Tube Stand
- 48” Long table top, 26” wide, 32” height
- Enclosed welded base, can house electronics cabinet
- Integrated 40” fixed SID tube stand, no tube angulation
- Heavy duty grid cabinet, travels length of table
- 103 Line, 10:1 ratio grid
- Heavy duty cassette tray

Collimator
- Manual collimator
- Laser light
- Retractable tape measure
- Swivel mount

Generators
- 320, 400 or 500 mA High frequency, mounts at x-ray tube
- Integrated 40” fixed SID tube stand, no tube angulation
- Heavy duty grid cabinet, travels length of table
- 103 Line, 10:1 ratio grid
- Heavy duty cassette tray

Options
- Super speed bucky
- Various grids
- 36” long table top
- Drop leaf, adds 12” to table length

Super speed bucky
Various grids
36” long table top
Drop leaf, adds 12” to table length